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Abstract
RESPACK is a first-principles calculation software for evaluating the interaction parameters of materials and is able to calculate
maximally localized Wannier functions, response functions based on the random phase approximation and related optical properties,
and frequency-dependent electronic interaction parameters. RESPACK receives its input data from a band-calculation code using
norm-conserving pseudopotentials with plane-wave basis sets. Automatic generation scripts that convert the band-structure results
to the RESPACK inputs are prepared for xTAPP and Quantum ESPRESSO. An input file for specifying the RESPACK calculation
conditions is designed pursuing simplicity and is given in the Fortran namelist format. RESPACK supports hybrid parallelization
using OpenMP and MPI and can treat large systems including a few hundred atoms in the calculation cell.
Keywords: Effective model derivation from first principles, Many-body perturbation calculation, Maximally localized Wannier
function
PROGRAM SUMMARY
Program Title: RESPACK
Program summary URL:
https://sites.google.com/view/kazuma7k6r
Licensing provisions: GNU General Public Licence v3.0
Programming language: Fortran, Python
External routines: LAPACK, BLAS, MPI
Computer: Any architecture with Fortran 90 compiler
Operating system: GNU/Linux
Has the code been vectorised or parallelized?: Yes
Nature of problem: Ab initio calculations for maximally localized
Wannier function, response function with random-phase approx-
imation, and matrix-element evaluations of frequency-dependent
screened direct and exchange interactions. With this code, an effective
low-energy model of materials is derived from first principles.
Solution method: Our method is based on ab initio many-body per-
turbation calculation and the maximally localized Wannier function
calculation. The program employs the plane-wave basis set, and
evaluations of matrix elements are performed with the fast Fourier
transformation. The generalized tetrahedron method is used for the
Brillouin Zone integral.
Additional comments including Restrictions and Unusual features:
RESPACK supports xTAPP and Quantum ESPRESSO packages,
and automatic generation scripts for converting the band-calculation
results to the RESPACK inputs are prepared for these software. The
∗Corresponding author.
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current RESPACK only supports band-calculation codes using norm-
conserving pseudopotentials with plane-wave basis sets. RESPACK
supports hybrid parallelization using OpenMP and MPI to treat large
systems in which a few hundred atoms are contained in unit cell.
1. Introduction
First-principles calculations based on density functional the-
ory (DFT) [1, 2] have currently been established and are widely
used not only by theoretical researchers but also by experimen-
tal researchers. The users only input the crystal structure, and
can easily evaluate the electronic and structural properties of
materials. Density-functional calculations based on the local
density approximation (LDA) are attractive due to its reason-
able accuracy and low computational cost. Thanks to the recent
advances in computer powers, it has successfully been applied
to large-scale systems [3–7]. There are also many efforts to
predict new materials by performing a huge number of DFT
calculations [8, 9]. On the other hand, it is well known that
the LDA often fails to describe strongly-correlated electron sys-
tems [10]. Low-energy excitation and quantum fluctuations due
to local interactions (on the order of several eV) dominate the
low-energy properties of strongly correlated electron systems;
the LDA cannot describe such quantum fluctuations. Therefore,
the development of ab initio methods for strongly correlated
materials has been an active research subject [11–31].
A well-known procedure for this attempt is the first-principle
effective-model approach [10, 32]. In this method, an effective
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model of a strongly correlated electron system is derived from
first principles, and then the resulting effective model is numeri-
cally analyzed. Applying the highly accurate solvers which are
able to evaluate electronic correlation accurately (exact diag-
onalization [33], dynamical mean field theory [34, 35], many-
variable variational Monte Carlo method [36–38], configuration
interaction method [39], etc.) to the ab initio derived effective
model enables quantitative understanding of real strongly cor-
related materials. It is important to establish a reliable ab initio
derivation method for the effective models, and many studies
have been performed for this purpose [11–31]. So far, devel-
opment of the program was often closed at the laboratory level,
and therefore, in order to spread the first-principle effective-
model approach, software development and release are neces-
sary.
In this paper, we introduce a software RESPACK [40] which
contains a program group (maximally localized Wannier func-
tion and ab initio many body perturbation calculation) for de-
riving an effective low-energy model from first principles. The
present paper focuses on a feature of the derivation tool for the
effective model, but RESPACK has currently been extended to
include the GW calculation, the spin-orbit interaction, and the
electron-lattice coupling evaluation, which will be reported in
the future. The present paper is organized as follows: In Sec-
tion 2, we describe the methodological background. Some pro-
gram details are given in Section 3. We give in Section 4 cal-
culation procedure of RESPACK, and demonstrate in Section 5
how to install and compile of the source codes. In Section 6,
we show a quantitative check for derived effective-model pa-
rameters of a cubic perovskite oxide SrVO3. A summary is
given in Section 7. We give in Appendix A input details for the
RESPACK calculation. In Appendix B, we introduce a utility
tool for transfer analysis after the RESPACK calculations.
2. Theoretical background
2.1. Effective low-energy model
We consider the derivation of the following extended Hub-
bard model within the two-center integrals written as
H =
∑
σ
∑
RR′
∑
i j
tiR jR′a
σ†
iR a
σ
jR′
+
1
2
∑
σρ
∑
RR′
∑
i j
{
UiR jR′a
σ†
iR a
ρ†
jR′a
ρ
jR′a
σ
iR
+ JiR jR′
(
aσ†iR a
ρ†
jR′a
ρ
iRa
σ
jR′ + a
σ†
iR a
ρ†
iRa
ρ
jR′a
σ
jR′
)}
, (1)
where aσ†iR and a
σ
iR are creation and annihilation operators, re-
spectively, of an electron with spin σ in the ith Wannier orbital
in the lattice R. In this expression, the Wannier orbital is taken
to be real. tiR jR′ is a transfer integral defined as
tiR jR′ = 〈φiR|H0|φ jR′〉 =
∫
V
drφ∗iR(r)H0(r)φ jR′ (r′) (2)
with |φiR〉 = a†iR|0〉 and the diagonal term (i = j, R = R′) being
onsite energy. H0 in Eq. (2) is the one-body part of H and is
often taken to be the Kohn-Sham (KS) Hamiltonian HKS . The
integral in Eq. (2) is taken over the crystal volume V .
Effective direct-Coulomb and exchange integrals are ex-
pressed respectively as
UiR jR′ (ω) = 〈φiRφiR|W(ω)|φ jR′φ jR′〉
=
∫
V
dr
∫
V
dr′φ∗iR(r)φiR(r)W(r, r
′, ω)φ∗jR′ (r
′)φ jR′ (r′) (3)
and
JiR jR′ (ω) = 〈φiRφ jR′ |W(ω)|φ jR′φiR〉
=
∫
V
dr
∫
V
dr′φ∗iR(r)φ jR′ (r)W(r, r
′, ω)φ∗jR′ (r
′)φiR(r′) (4)
with W(r, r′, ω) being the frequency-dependent screened
Coulomb interaction. In practical calculations, we evaluate
W(r, r′, ω) based on random phase approximation (RPA) with
imposing the constraint to the polarization function (see Sec-
tion. 2.3).
The static limit of the screened direct-Coulomb UiR jR′ (ω)
and exchange JiR jR′ (ω) integrals gives interaction parameters
in the HamiltonianH , which are given by
UiR jR′ = lim
ω→0
UiR jR′ (ω) (5)
and
JiR jR′ = lim
ω→0
JiR jR′ (ω), (6)
respectively. tiR jR′ , UiR jR′ (ω), and JiR jR′ (ω) have the lattice
translational symmetry of
ti0 jR′−R = tiR jR′ , (7)
Ui0 jR′−R(ω) = UiR jR′ (ω), (8)
Ji0 jR′−R(ω) = JiR jR′ (ω), (9)
where we used φiR(r) = φi0(r − R). In this paper, we focus on
an ab initio derivation of these parameters.
2.2. Wannier function
The calculation of the Wannier function follows the algo-
rithm for the maximally-localized Wannier function [41, 42].
The ith Wannier function of the lattice R is defined as
φiR(r) =
1√
Nk
Nk∑
k
Nks +N
k
b∑
α=Nks +1
Ukαiψαk(r)e
−ik·R, (10)
where k is a wave vector in the first Brillouin zone and Nk is
the total number of the Monkhorst-Pack k mesh. The Wannier
function is constructed from the Nkb KS bands [from (N
k
s +1)-th
to (Nks + N
k
b )-th bands]. N
k
s and N
k
b are determined from the
energy-window information. Ukαi is a matrix that transforms the
αth Bloch wave function into the ith Wannier function. The αth
Bloch wave function is defined as
ψαk(r) =
1√
Nk
NψG∑
G
CGα(k)
1√
Ω
ei(k+G)·r, (11)
2
where G is a reciprocal lattice vector, and NψG is the total number
of the plane waves used for the expansion of the wave function,
which is determined by the cutoff energy Eψcut from the inequal-
ity 12 |k + G|2 ≤ Eψcut. Ω is the volume of the unit cell. Both
the Wannier function and the Bloch function are normalized for
the crystal volume V = NkΩ. CGα(k) is the expansion coef-
ficient of the plane wave ei(k+G)·r/
√
Ω. By inserting Eq. (11)
into Eq. (10), the Wannier function at the home cell (R = 0) is
written as
φi0(r) =
1
Nk
Nk∑
k
NψG∑
G
C˜Gi(k)
1√
Ω
ei(k+G)·r (12)
with
C˜Gi(k) =
Nks +N
k
b∑
α=Nks +1
CGα(k)Ukαi. (13)
Here, C˜Gi(k) is the expansion coefficient of the plane wave for
the Wannier function. The center of the ith Wannier orbital at
the lattice R is defined as
〈r〉iR = 〈φiR|r|φiR〉 = 〈φi0|r|φi0〉 + R. (14)
Similarly, the spread of the Wannier orbital is defined as
S iR = 〈r2〉iR − |〈r〉iR|2 = 〈r2〉i0 − |〈r〉i0|2 (15)
with 〈r2〉iR = 〈φiR|r2|φiR〉.
2.3. Response function with random phase approximation
In the RPA and constrained RPA, the polarization function in
the plane-wave basis is written as
χGG′ (q, ω) =
2
Nk
Nk∑
k
unocc∑
α
occ∑
β
(
1 − Tαk+qTβk
)
×MGαβ(k + q,k)MG
′
αβ(k + q,k)
∗Xαk+q,βk(ω) (16)
with
MGαβ(k + q,k) = 〈ψαk+q|ei(q+G)·r|ψβk〉 (17)
and
Xαk+q,βk(ω) =
1
ω−Eαk+q+Eβk+iδ−
1
ω+Eαk+q−Eβk−iδ . (18)
Here, q is a wave vector in the first Brillouin zone, ω is fre-
quency, and indices α and β specify the unoccupied and occu-
pied bands, respectively. The interstate matrix MGαβ(k + q,k) is
evaluated using the fast Fourier transformation technique. Eαk
and δ in Eq. (18) are the energy of the Bloch state and the broad-
ening factor, respectively. The quantity Xαk+q,βk(ω) is calcu-
lated with the generalized tetrahedron technique [43, 44] as
Xαk+q,βk(ω) ∼ x(k;α, β,q, ω, δ, δa, δr), (19)
where δa and δr in Eq. (19) are parameters to judge an energy
degeneracy of Eαk+q and Eβk. The tetrahedron routine returns
a value of x(k) in Eq. (19), and the {x(k)} data are used for
the Brillouin-zone integral. Tαk in Eq. (16) is the transition
probability from the Wannier states {|φiR〉} to the Bloch state
|ψαk〉, which is calculated as
Tαk =
Nw∑
i
UkαiU
k∗
αi , (20)
where Nw is the total number of the Wannier orbitals and Ukαi is
defined in Eq. (10). The quantity Tαk is introduced to calculate
constrained polarization [45], and, in the usual RPA, the Tαk are
set to zero.
The symmetric dielectric function [46] can be written with
using the polarization function as
GG′ (q, ω) = δGG′ − 4pi
Ω
1
|q + G|χGG′ (q, ω)
1
|q + G′| . (21)
When |q + G| and |q + G′| are large, the contribution from the
second term in the right hand side is negligible and GG′ (q, ω) ≈
δGG′ . Therefore, the matrix χGG′ (q, ω) is restricted to NG ×NG,
where NG (< N
ψ
G) is the number of the plane waves used to
expand the polarization function, which is determined by the
cutoff energy Ecut as an inequality
1
2 |q + G|2 ≤ Ecut. For Ecut <
1
2 |q+G|2<Eψcut, GG′ (q, ω) is assumed to be GG′ (q, ω) = δGG′ .
In the calculation of GG′ (q, ω), we note on our special treat-
ment of the head component which corresponds to the G =
G′ = 0 component in the q → 0 limit. In the usual RPA case,
we calculate the following [47]
lim
q→0
00(q, ω) = 1 − 4pi
Ω
∂2χ00(q, ω)
∂q2
−
(ωµνpl )
2
ω(ω + iδ)
. (22)
Here, the last term results from the intraband transition, and δ
is the broadening factor introduced in Eq. (18). ωpl is the bare
plasma frequency calculated via the Fermi-surface integral as
ω
µν
pl =
1
Nk
Nk∑
k
∑
α
(
1 − (Tαk)2)pµααk pνααkδ(Eαk − EF), (23)
where EF is the Fermi energy determined in the DFT band
calculation, and pνααk is the diagonal element of the transition-
moment matrix with respect to the bands as
pµαβk = −i
〈
ψαk
∣∣∣∣ ∂
∂xµ
+ [VNL, xµ]
∣∣∣∣ψβk〉
∼ −i
〈
ψαk
∣∣∣∣ ∂
∂xµ
∣∣∣∣ψβk〉 (24)
with xµ being the Cartesian coordinate. On the above evalua-
tion, we ignore the contribution from the non-local part of the
pseudopotential, VNL. We note that this neglect is not so se-
rious in the evaluation of the effective interaction, because the
effective interaction is written in terms of the sum over the q
points [see Eq. (30)]; in this case, the contribution from the
q = 0 to the effective interaction becomes small relatively. On
the other hand, in the optical response, the non-local pseudopo-
tential contribution may manifest itself as a significant effect,
especially for the transition metals [48]. This is because the op-
tical properties are completely the q = 0 quantity [see Eqs. (26),
(27), (28), and (29)].
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For the head-component calculation in the constrained RPA,
we calculate the following
lim
q→0
00(q, ω) = 1 − 4pi
Ω
∂2χ00(q, ω)
∂q2
, (25)
which is obtained by dropping the last term in the right hand
side of Eq. (22). The Wannier functions are constructed to
include the low-energy bands near the Fermi level, and thus,
Tαk = 1 is expected and the bare plasma frequency ω
µν
pl in
Eq. (23) becomes zero. This is why we dropped the last term
in the right hand side of Eq. (22). The second derivative of
the polarization function with respect to the wavenumber q in
Eqs. (22) or (25) can be calculated analytically, as has been
done for insulators [46].
The optical properties such as the macroscopic dielectric
function M(ω), the electronic energy loss spectrum (EELS)
L(ω), the real part of the optical conductivity σ(ω), and the
reflectance spectrum R(ω) are also calculated from the inverse
of the matrix GG′ (q, ω) in Eqs.(21) and (22) or (25) as
M(ω) = lim
q→0
1
−100 (q, ω)
, (26)
L(ω) = −Im lim
q→0
−100 (q, ω), (27)
Re
[
σ(ω)
]
=
ω
4pi
Im lim
q→0
1
−100 (q, ω)
, (28)
and
R(ω) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣1 −
√
limq→0 −100 (q, ω)
1 +
√
limq→0 −100 (q, ω)
∣∣∣∣∣∣, (29)
respectively.
2.4. Direct-Coulomb and exchange integrals
The evaluations of the interaction integrals Ui0 jR′ (ω) in
Eq. (8) and Ji0 jR′ (ω) in Eq. (9) proceed as follows: First, the
screened Coulomb interaction is written in the reciprocal space
by using the Fourier transform as
W(r, r′, ω) =
1
Nq
Nq∑
q
NψG∑
G,G′
ei(q+G)·rWGG′ (q, ω)e−i(q+G
′)·r′ . (30)
Note that the q-grid is the same as the k-grid; thus, Nq = Nk.
WGG′ (q, ω) in the right-hand side is written with using the in-
verse dielectric matrix as follows:
WGG′ (q, ω) =

4pi
Ω
−1GG′ (q,ω)
|q+G||q+G′ | ,
1
2 |q + G|2 < Ecut,
4pi
Ω
1
|q+G|2 , E

cut <
1
2 |q + G|2 < Eψcut.
(31)
Note that the inverse dielectric matrix has off-diagonal elements
in the first NG × NG block and becomes diagonal matrix with
unity in the area beyond this block. By inserting Eqs. (30) and
(31) into Eq. (3) and noting the lattice-translational symmetry
[Eqs. (8) and (9)], we obtain the form of
Ui0 jR(ω) =
4pi
ΩNq
Nq∑
q
NG∑
G,G′
e−iq·Rρiq(G)−1GG′ (q, ω)ρ
∗
jq(G
′)
+
4pi
ΩNq
Nq∑
q
(NG+1:N
ψ
G)∑
G
e−iq·Rρiq(G)ρ∗jq(G) (32)
with
ρiq(G) =
1
|q + G|Nk
Nk∑
k
〈φ˜ik+q|ei(q+G)·r|φ˜ jk〉 (33)
and |φ˜ik〉 = ∑NRR |φiR〉eik·R with NR being the total number of the
lattices in the system. The divergence of Eq. (33) in q→ 0 with
G=G’=0 is removed by following the prescription of Ref. [49].
The dependence of the static (ω = 0) direct-Coulomb integral
on the distance between the two Wannier functions is evaluated
via
U(ri jR) = Ui0 jR(0), (34)
where ri jR is the distance between the two Wannier centers,
ri jR =
∣∣∣〈r〉 jR − 〈r〉i0∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣R + 〈r〉 j0 − 〈r〉i0∣∣∣. (35)
Matrix elements of the bare (or unscreened) Coulomb inter-
action, Ubarei0 jR = 〈φi0φi0|v|φ jRφ jR〉, are calculated with replacing
−1GG′ (q, ω) of Eq. (32) by δGG′ as
Ubarei0 jR =
4pi
ΩNq
Nq∑
q
NψG∑
G
e−iq·Rρiq(G)ρ∗jq(G). (36)
The dependence of Ubarei0 jR on the distance between two Wannier
functions is obtained from
Ubare(ri jR) = Ubarei0 jR. (37)
The parallel argument can be applied to the derivation of the
screened exchange integrals in Eq. (9). The result is
Ji0 jR(ω) =
4pi
ΩNq
Nq∑
q
NG∑
G,G′
ρi jRq(G)−1GG′ (q, ω)ρ
∗
i jRq(G
′)
+
4pi
ΩNq
Nq∑
q
(NG+1:N
ψ
G)∑
G
ρi jRq(G)ρ∗i jRq(G) (38)
with
ρi jRq(G) =
1
Nk |q + G|
Nk∑
k
e−ik·R〈φ˜ik+q|ei(q+G)·r|φ˜ jk〉. (39)
The bare exchange integral Jbarei0 jR = 〈φi0φ j0|v|φ jRφiR〉 is given as
Jbarei0 jR =
4pi
ΩNq
Nq∑
q
NG∑
G
ρi jRq(G)ρ∗i jRq(G). (40)
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3. Some technical aspects
3.1. Symmetry
RESPACK makes use of the space group symmetries of an
input crystal structure and requires irreducible data obtained
from a band calculation. The Bloch function at a reducible k
point, k, is calculated from its irreducible part via
ψαk(r) = Tˆ Rˆψαk∗ (r) = ψαk∗ (R−1(r − T)), (41)
where k∗ is the corresponding irreducible k point. Rˆ and Tˆ are
the operators of a rotation and a fractional translation, respec-
tively, which are represented by the 3×3 matrix R and three-
dimensional vector T. Equations (11) and (41) leads to
ψαk(r) =
1√
Nk
NψG∑
G∗
CG∗α(k∗)
1√
Ω
ei(k
∗+G∗)·(R−1(r−T))
∼ 1√
Nk
NψG∑
G∗
CG∗α(k∗)e−i(R
−1)tG∗·T ei(R
−1)t(k∗+G∗)·r
√
Ω
(42)
with G∗ being reciprocal lattice vector for expansion of the
wave function at the irreducible k point. In the above expres-
sion, we remove the global phase which does not depend on G∗.
By comparing Eq. (42) with Eq. (11), we find the following re-
lations:
k = (R−1)tk∗ + ∆rw, (43)
G = (R−1)tG∗ − ∆rw, (44)
CGα(k) = CG∗α(k∗)e−i(R
−1)tG∗·T . (45)
Here, ∆rw is a rewind vector which is introduced to pull back
the rotated k∗ vector to the first Brillouin zone. From Eq. (44),
G∗ and G have the following relationship
G∗ = Rt(G + ∆rw), (46)
and with Eqs. (45) and (46), we obtain
CGα(k) = CRt(G+∆rw)α(k
∗)e−i(G+∆rw)·T . (47)
More specifically, in the code, we treat S = (R−1)t instead of R,
so the following expression is practically implemented
CGα(k) = CS−1(G+∆rw)α(k
∗)e−i(G+∆rw)·T . (48)
Similarly, the inverse dielectric matrix at a reducible q point is
generated from the irreducible one as follows:
−1G,G′ (q, ω)=
−1
S−1(G+∆rw),S−1(G′+∆′rw)
(q∗,ω)e−i(G−G
′)·T . (49)
3.2. Frequency grid
The frequency grid of the polarization function is generated
as a logarithmic grid:
ωi =

∆ω
s−1
(
exp
[
(i − 1) ln s] − 1), i = 1, . . . ,Nmax,
Emax exp
[
ln 3 i−NmaxNω−Nmax
]
, i = Nmax+, . . . ,NΩ.
(50)
Here, ωi is the ith frequency, Emax = max({Eαk}) −min({Eαk}),
NΩ is the total number of the frequency grids, and Nmax is
the total number of the frequency grids in the frequency range
0 ≤ ωi ≤ Emax. By default, NΩ and Nmax are set to 70 and
(9NΩ)/10. The parameter s in Eq. (50) is determined by solving
the equation sNmax−1 + Emax
∆ω
(s−1) = 1. The resulting grids satisfy
the following boundary conditions: (i) ω1 = 0, (ii) ω2 = ∆ω
with ∆ω being 0.05 eV by default, (iii) ωNmax = Emax, and (iv)
ωNΩ = 3Emax. An example of the generated grid is shown in
Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Frequency grid generated with Eq. (50).
3.3. Interpolation treatment
Using the resulting transfer data ti0 jR in Sec. 2.2, the one-
body Hamiltonian matrix at an arbitrary k-point k′ is calculated
as
Hi j(k′) =
NR∑
R
ti0 jRwRe+ik
′·R. (51)
Here, k′ is the k point employed in the band dispersion or the k
point used in the Monkhorst-Pack mesh for the density of state
calculation:
{k′} =
{ {kdisp}, for band-dispersion calculation, (52)
{kMP}, for density-of-state calculation. (53)
Also, wR in Eq. 51 is a weight factor at the lattice R, which is
introduced to avoid the double counting of the transfer at the
boundary edge of the system with the periodic boundary condi-
tion. Note that wR satisfies the following sum rule
∑
R wR = Nk.
By diagonalizing the matrix Hi j(k′),
Nw∑
j
Hi j(k′)C jα(k′) = Ciα(k′)αk′ , (54)
we obtain eigenvectors {C jα(k′)} and eigenvalues αk′ . With
αk′ , we can calculate the density of state as
ρ(ω) =
Nw∑
i
ρi(ω) (55)
with
ρi(ω) =
2
Nk′
Nk′∑
k′
Nw∑
α
|Ciα(k′)|2 1
pi
Im
1
ω − αk′ − iδ (56)
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being the partial density of state associated with the Wannier or-
bital φi0. The factor of 2 comes from the sum over spin degrees
of freedom. The Brillouin Zone integral is performed with the
generalized tetrahedron technique [43, 44].
As a similar quantity, a density matrix is calculated as fol-
lows:
Di j(R) =
2
Nk
Nk′∑
k
Nw∑
α
Ciα(k′)C∗jα(k
′)eik·R
× 1
pi
∫ EF
−∞
1
ω − αk − iδdω. (57)
This is convenient to monitor occupancy of each Wannier or-
bital or bond order between the Wannier orbitals. The Fermi
surface is also calculated as constant energy surface F(k′)
F(k′) to satisfy αk′ = EF . (58)
The output can be visualized by software Fermisurfer [50].
3.4. Parallel calculation
The polarization function can be calculated in parallel. There
are two parallelization levels; one over the irreducible q points
and the other over band pairs. First, let us consider the paral-
lel calculation over the band pairs. To see this treatment, we
rewrite the polarization function [Eq. (16)] as follows:
χGG′ (q, ω) =
Nvir∑
α
Nocc∑
β
χ
αβ
GG′ (q, ω). (59)
The band sums are divided, and each χαβGG′ (q, ω) can be cal-
culated by an independent MPI process. Now, we write this
process as follows:
χGG′ (q, ω) =
NMPI∑
n
NMPI∑
m
{Nmvir∑
αm
Nnocc∑
βn
χ
αmβn
GG′ (q, ω)
}
. (60)
Here, n and m specify an index of an MPI process. The
occupied-state and virtual-state data {β} and {α} are divided
into NMPI processes; ({β1}, ..., {βNMPI }) and ({α1}, ..., {αNMPI }).
The divided virtual-state data are interchanged among the MPI
processes to compute the partial-sum contribution to the polar-
ization function. MPI SENDRECV routine is used for this data
interchange.
Figure 2 is a practical procedure for the case of NMPI = 2.
The occupied-state and virtual-stat data are divided into two,
and each data are stored in each MPI process (Step 1). Af-
ter performing the polarization calculations in each MPI pro-
cess (Step 2), only the virtual-state data {α1} and {α2} are in-
terchanged between the two MPI processes (Step 3). Then, the
polarization calculation is performed again (Step 4). Finally,
the data stored in each MPI process is collected in the master
process (Step 5).
A parallel calculation over the q points is more trivial. Con-
sider the case where the total number of the MPI processes is
64, and the number of irreducible q points is 4. We first divide
all the 64 MPI processes into 4 communities, and thus each
{β}
{α}
{β1} {β2}
{α1} {α2}
Step 0: initial situation
Step 1: data decomposition
Step 2: calculate χ
MPI#1 MPI#2
χα1β1 χα2β2
MPI#1 MPI#2
Occupied bands
Virtual bands
{β1} {β2}
{α2} {α1}
Step 3: data rotation
Step 4: calculate
MPI#1 MPI#2
χα1β1+χα2β1 χα2β2+χα1β2
MPI#1 MPI#2
Step 5: reduce on MPI#1
MPI#1 MPI#2
χα1β1+χα2β1 χα2β2+χα1β2
χα2β2+χα1β2
χ
+
Figure 2: Practical procedure for an MPI calculation of polarization function.
On the right side, work images are displayed, and the work at each step is
highlighted in red. In this example, the total number of the MPI processes is
2. The band data are divided into two and accommodated in each MPI process
(step 1). After performing polarization calculations in each MPI process (step
2), only virtual data are interchanged among the MPI processes (step 3). The
polarization calculations are performed again (step 4). Finally, the partial-sum
data of the polarization functions stored in each MPI process are collected in
the master node (step 5).
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community consists of 16 MPI processes. One community per-
forms the polarization calculation of one q point. Figure. 3 is
a schematic figure showing this procedure. MPI COMM SPLIT
routine is used for splitting to the communities. The 16 MPI
processes in each community are assigned to perform the par-
allel calculation over the band pairs mentioned above.
p Number of total MPI processes: 64 
p Number of communities: 4 
p Number of MPI processes per community: 16 (= 64 /4)
64 MPI processes
Community 1 Community 2 Community 3 Community 4
1 MPI process
Figure 3: Schematic diagram of a parallel computation on q points. In this
example, the total number of MPI processes is 64. All the MPI processes are
divided into 4 MPI communities with setting the q-point parallel degree to 4.
Hence, each MPI community consists of 16 MPI processes which are allocated
to the parallel calculation for the band pair.
4. Calculation flow
We next describe the practical procedure of a RESPACK
calculation [40]. Figure 4 shows an overall flow diagram of
calculation processes; first, we perform band-structure calcu-
lations with xTAPP [51] or Quantum Espresso [52, 53]. Next,
with using the interface script, we convert the band-structure re-
sults to the inputs of RESPACK. Then, with the obtained band-
calculation data and an input file that specifies the RESPACK-
calculation condition, we perform the Wannier-function calcu-
lation. We call this calculation wannier. Then, we calculate
the polarization and dielectric functions, and this calculation is
called chiqw. In the constrained RPA, the polarization process
is restricted by using the information of the Wannier function
[see Eqs. (16) and (20)], so one has to perform the wannier
calculation before the chiqw calculation. Lastly, with the wan-
nier and chiqw outputs, we evaluate the matrix elements of the
screened interaction. This calculation is called calc int. In the
following subsections, we describe details.
4.1. Preparation for RESPACK
We show in Fig. 5(a) a preparation process from band-
structure calculation with xTAPP or Quantum Espresso to
RESPACK. In RESPACK, interface scripts that convert outputs
of the band calculation to inputs for RESPACK are prepared for
these two codes. In the case of xTAPP, xtapp2respack.sh
generates a directory dir-wfn, in which the following 9 files
are created.
1. dat.bandcalc (band calculation information)
2. dat.sample-k (sample k points)
3. dat.symmetry (symmetry operations)
4. dat.lattice (lattice vectors)
Band calculation code:
xTAPP or Quantum Espresso
Wannier calculation code: wannier [Fig. 5(b)]
Polarization and dielectric calculation code: chiqw [Fig. 5(c)]
Interaction matrix calculation code: calc_int [Figs. 5(d) and (e)]
Interface code: xtapp2respack.sh or qe2respack.py [Fig. 5(a)]
Figure 4: Flow diagram of an ab initio derivation for an effective low-energy
model in Eq. (1) with RESPACK. After the band calculations with xTAPP or
Quantum Espresso, via an interface code, inputs of the RESPACK calculations
are prepared. Lower three codes (wannier, chqw, and calc int) compose the
main part of RESPACK to derive the effective model.
5. dat.eigenvalue (energy eigenvalues)
6. dat.nkm (number of reciprocal lattice vectors)
7. dat.wfn (wave functions)
8. dat.kg (reciprocal lattice vectors)
9. dat.atom position (atomic positions)
For the format of each file, see the manual [40]. In the case
of Quantum ESPRESSO, qe2respack.py is the generation
script. After this process, RESPACK calculations are per-
formed with the data in dir-wfn.
4.2. Wannier calculation
Figure 5(b) is a flow diagram of wannier. With the data in
dir-wfn and an input input.in that describes conditions of
the wannier calculation, the calculation is performed with an
executable file calc wannier. Details of input.in are de-
scribed in Appendix A. After the calculation, two directories
dir-wan and dir-model are generated, in which the calcula-
tion results are saved. For details of the generated output files,
see the descriptions in Fig. 5(b).
4.3. Chiqw calculation
We next show in Fig. 5(c) a flow diagram of chiqw. This code
calculates the polarization and dielectric functions. With the
data in dir-wfn and dir-wan and the input file input.in, the
calculation is performed with an executable file calc chiqw.
After the calculation, a directory dir-eps is generated and,
under this directory, subdirectories q001, q002, ... qNirr are
generated, where 001, 002, and Nirr are the numbers of the
irreducible q points. The calculation results of every q points
are saved in each subdirectory.
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4.4. Calc int calculation
Figures 5(d) and (e) show flow diagrams for the direct-
Coulomb-integral and exchange-integral calculations, respec-
tively. A common namelist &param calc int described in
input.in can be used for the two calculation programs (see
Appendix A.15). Executable files are calc w3d for the direct-
Coulomb integral and calc j3d for the exchange integral.
The calculation results are saved in the directories dir-intW,
dir-intJ, and dir-model.
5. Installation instructions
5.1. Download source files and compile
The source code of RESPACK can be obtained from the
official website https://sites.google.com/view/kazuma7k6r. A
gzipped tar file RESPACK.tar.gz contains everything neces-
sary for installation. When moving to the directory src, one
finds three source directories: calc int, chiqw, wannier.
Makefile is prepared in each source directory, and one exe-
cutes the make command to compile these source codes. In the
case of chiqw, the work so far is as follows:
> tar -zxvf RESPACK.tar.gz
> cd RESPACK/src/chiqw/
> make
Here, > is a prompt character. After make, an executable file
calc chiqw is generated. This procedure is the same for the
other programs.
5.2. Compile using cmake
RESPACK can also be compiled using CMake. In CMake,
one needs to make a temporary directory for compilation, and
executes the cmake and make commands from that directory as
follows:
> tar -zxvf RESPACK.tar.gz
> cd RESPACK
> mkdir build
> cd build
> cmake -DCONFIG=gcc
-DCMAKE INSTALL PREFIX=PATH TO INSTALL ../
> make
> make install
If make is successful, executable files are generated in
each directory under RESPACK/build/src. By exe-
cuting make install, the executable files will be in-
stalled in the bin directory under the directory speci-
fied by the -DCMAKE INSTALL PREFIX option. If the
-DCMAKE INSTALL PREFIX option is omitted, it will be in-
stalled under /usr/local/bin. The -DCONFIG option is
used for reading the CMake configuration files stored in the
RESPACK/config directory. For -DCONFIG, the following op-
tions are available:
• intel: Intel compiler
• gcc: GNU compiler
If one wants to execute the cmake command again, it is rec-
ommended that one deletes the temporary directory build and
restart from scratch, because the previous settings may remain.
6. Benchmark
6.1. Typical outputs
In this section, we show benchmark results for a t2g-model
derivation of perovskite oxide SrVO3 with a simple cubic struc-
ture having a lattice constant of 3.8425 Å. Density functional
calculations with plane-wave basis sets were performed using
the xTAPP code [51], where the norm-conserving pseudopo-
tential [54, 55] and the generalized gradient approximation to
the exchange correlation energy were employed [56]. The cal-
culation condition is set to 8 × 8 × 8 k-point sampling, 100-Ry
wavefunction cutoff, and 400-Ry charge-density cutoff. The 50
bands are considered for the polarization function, which corre-
sponds to considering the excitation from the Fermi level to 35
eV. The numbers of the doubly-occupied, partially-occupied,
and unoccupied bands are 12, 3, and 35, respectively.
Table 1 is an input file input.in for RESPACK calculations.
Details of input.in are described in Appendix A. We con-
struct the t2g-type Wannier functions from the low-energy bands
near the Fermi level. The calculations are performed with both
of the constrained RPA and usual RPA to show the difference
between these two. The cutoff for the polarization function is
set to 10 Ry, and the broadening factor δ of the generalized
tetrahedron calculation is set to 0.1 eV.
Figure 6 is a comparison between the original KS band (red-
solid curves) and the Wannier-interpolated band (green-dashed
curves). A region between the two blue-dashed horizontal lines
indicates the energy window used to construct the t2g-type Wan-
nier functions. We also show in Fig. 7 the calculated dxy Wan-
nier function in realspace.
We show in Table 2 important transfers for the t2g band,
where the definition of t1, t2, t3, and t4 are illustrated in Fig. 8.
In this figure, we depict the dxy Wannier function as an exam-
ple. Since the lattice of the system is simple cubic, there exist
equivalent transfers for the dyz and dzx orbitals. RESPACK pro-
vides a utility code that searches the equivalent transfers, which
is described in Appendix B in more detail. We note that the
original band structure in Fig. 6 are well reproduced by these
four transfers.
Figure 9 shows calculated macroscopic dielectric functions
[Eq. (26)] with the RESPACK-chiqw code. Panels (a) and (b)
describe the constrained RPA and usual RPA results, respec-
tively. Red-solid and green-dashed curves describe the real and
imaginary parts, respectively, and circles represent calculation
values. The difference between the constrained RPA and usual
RPA spectra is appreciable in the low-energy excitation region
less than 2-3 eV. In the constrained RPA, a metallic charge ex-
citation is excluded by the polarization constraint described in
Sec. 2.3, and then the real part of M(ω) converges to the finite
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(b) wannier (c) chiqw
calc_w3d
dir-intW
dat.Wmat [Ui 0 jR(0) in Eq. (32)]
dat.Vmat [Eq. (36)]
dat.WvsR [Eq. (34)] 
dat.VvsR [Eq. (37)] 
dat.UvsE [Ui 0 j0(ω) in Eq. (32)]
dir-model
zvo_ur.dat [Ui 0 j R(0) in Eq. (32)]
dir-wfn dir-wan dir-eps
input.in
&param_calc_int
calc_j3d
dir-intJ
dat.Jmat [Ji 0 jR(0) in Eq. (38)]
dat.Xmat [Eq. (40)]
dat.JvsE [Ji 0 j0(ω) in Eq. (38)]
dir-model
zvo_jr.dat [Ji 0 j R(0) in Eq. (38)]
dir-wfn dir-wan dir-eps
input.in
&param_calc_int
calc_wannier
dir-wan
dat.h_mat_r [Eq. (7)]
dat.iband [εαk’ in Eq. (54)]
dat.umat [Uαi
k in Eq. (10)]
dat.wan [Eq. (13)]
dat.wan-center [Eq. (14)] 
dat.wan-realspace [Eq. (12)] 
dir-wfn
dir-model
zvo_hr.dat [Eq. (7)]
zvo_dr.dat [Eq. (57)]
zvo_geom.xsf [Eq. (14)]
input.in
&param_wannier
&param_interpolation
&param_visualization
dat.ns-nb [Ns
k and Nb
k in Eq. (10)]
dat.dos-wan [Eqs. (55) and (56)]
zvo_geom.dat [Eq. (14)]
zvo_mkkpts.dat [Eq. (53)]
zvo_bandkpts.dat [Eq. (52)]
zvo_ef.dat [EF in Eq. (23)]
[Atomic geometry]
dat.supercell_02x02x02.cif 
(d) calc_int (direct-Coulomb integral) (e) calc_int (exchange integral)
xtapp2respack.sh
Outputs of band 
calculation with xTAPP
qe2respack.py
Outputs of band calculation 
with Quantum Espresso
dir-wfn
dat.bandcalc (Data on cutoff energy, the Fermi energy, and total energy)
dat.sample-k (Sampled irreducible k points)
dat.symmetry (Symmetry information)
dat.lattice (Lattice vectors in calculation cell)
dat.eigenvalue (Eigenvalue data at irreducible k point)
dat.nkm (Number of  reciprocal lattice vectors of each irreducible k point)
dat.wfn (The Bloch function data at irreducible k point)
dat.kg (Reciprocal lattice vectors at irreducible k point) 
dat.atom_position (Atomic position in fractional coordinates)
(a) interface (from xTAPP or Quantum Espressp to RESPACK)
䞉䞉䞉
calc_chiqw
dir-wfn dir-wan
q001
dat.log [Calculation end flag]
dat.epsqw [εGG’
-1 (q,ω) in Eq. ( 31)]
qNirr
input.in
&param_chiqw
dat.log
dat.epsqw
dat.optical_conductivity [Eq. (28)]
dat.wgrid [Eq. (50)]
dat.chi_cutoff [ EG
ε in Eq. (31)]
dat.ttrhdrn [δ, δa, δr in Eq. (19)]
dat.eels [Eq. (27)] 
dat.reflectivity [Eq. (29)] 
dat.macroscopic_epsilon [Eq. (26)]
dir-eps
Figure 5: Flow diagram of RESPACK. (a) Preparation process from DFT codes of xTAPP or Quantum Espresso to RESPACK. The band-calculation results
are converted to inputs of RESPACK with an interface program (xtapp2respack.sh for xTAPP and qe2respack.py for Quantum Espresso). Nine files are
generated in the directory dir-wfn. (b) wannier calculation: With the data in dir-wfn and input.in, the wanner calculation is performed with an executable file
calc wannier. The calculation results are stored in the directories dir-wan and dir-model. (c) chiqw calculation: With the data in dir-wfn and dir-wan and
input.in, the chiqw calculation is performed with an executable file calc chiqw. The calculation results are saved in the directories dir-eps and subdirectories
q001, q002, ... qNirr. See text for details. (d) and (e) calc int calculation [(d) direct-Coulomb integral and (e) exchange integral]. With the data in dir-wfn,
dir-wan, and dir-eps and input.in, the calc int calculation is performed with an executable file calc w3d for the direct-Coulomb integrals and calc j3d for
the exchange integrals. The calculation results are stored in the directories dir-intW, dir-intJ, and dir-model.
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Table 1: Input file input.in for a RESPACK calculation. This input describes a derivation of parameters specifying an effective low-energy model for the t2g
band of SrVO3. &param wannier, &param interpolation, and &param visualization specify the namelists for the wannier calculation [see Fig. 5(b) and
details are described in Appendix A.1, Appendix A.2, and Appendix A.3]. &param chiqw is the namelist for the chiqw calculation [Fig. 5(c) and Appendix A.4].
&param calc int is the namelist for the calc int calculation [Figs. 5(d) and (e) and Appendix A.5]. A brief description of each variable is given in the right of !.
Default values are shown with a bold font in parentheses. A variable that does not include a bold-font value is a required variable.
&param wannier
N wannier=3, ! Number of the Wannier functions you want to calculate
Lower energy window=6.50, ! Lower bound of energy window
Upper energy window=9.70, ! Upper bound of energy window
N initial guess=3, ! Number of initial guesses
/
dxy 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 ! vec ini(1)%orb vec ini(1)%a vec ini(1)%x vec ini(1)%y vec ini(1)%z
dyz 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 ! vec ini(2)%orb vec ini(2)%a vec ini(2)%x vec ini(2)%y vec ini(2)%z
dzx 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 ! vec ini(3)%orb vec ini(3)%a vec ini(3)%x vec ini(3)%y vec ini(3)%z
&param interpolation
N sym points=5, ! Number of symmetric k points in calculation lines for band dispersion
/
0.50 0.50 0.50 ! SK sym pts(1,1) SK sym pts(2,1) SK sym pts(3,1): R
0.00 0.00 0.00 ! SK sym pts(1,2) SK sym pts(2,2) SK sym pts(3,2): Gamma
0.50 0.00 0.00 ! SK sym pts(1,3) SK sym pts(2,3) SK sym pts(3,3): X
0.50 0.50 0.00 ! SK sym pts(1,4) SK sym pts(2,4) SK sym pts(3,4): M
0.00 0.00 0.00 ! SK sym pts(1,5) SK sym pts(2,5) SK sym pts(3,5): Gamma
&param visualization
Flg vis wannier=1, ! Calculate realspace Wannier function (do not: 0, do: 1) (0)
/
&param chiqw
Ecut for eps=10.0, ! Cutoff energy for polarization function in Rydberg unit (1/10 of wave-function cutoff)
Num freq grid=70, ! Number of frequency grid (70)
Green func delt=0.1, ! Smearing value used in tetrahedron calculation (eV) (0.1 eV)
MPI num qcomm=1, ! Degree of parallelism for q-point parallel calculation (1)
Flg cRPA=1, ! Flag for constrained RPA or usual RPA (usual RPA: 0, constrained RPA: 1) (0)
/
&param calc int
Calc ifreq=1, ! Number of frequency to output (1)
/
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Figure 6: Calculated band structure for SrVO3. Red-solid curve is DFT band
dispersion by xTAPP and green-dashed curve is the Wannier-interpolated t2g-
band dispersion with RESPACK-wannier code. A region between the two blue-
dashed horizontal lines indicates the energy window region, and the band struc-
ture data in this region is used for constructing the Wannier functions. The
dotted horizontal line is the Fermi level as 8.02 eV. Dispersions are plotted
along the high-symmetry points, where R= 12 a
∗ + 12 b
∗ + 12 c
∗, Γ=0, X= 12 a
∗,
and M= 12 a
∗ + 12 b
∗ with a∗, b∗, and c∗ being basis vectors of reciprocal lattice,
respectively. In the simple cubic primitive lattice, a∗ = 2pia xˆ, b
∗ = 2pia yˆ, and
c∗ = 2pia zˆ with xˆ, yˆ, and zˆ being unit vectors of the Cartesian coordinates. Also,
a is a lattice constant of 3.8425 Å.
Figure 7: Calculated realspace dxy-type Wannier function of SrVO3 with the
RESPACK-wannier code (drawn by VESTA [57]). Blue and red contour plots
indicate positive- and negative-value region of the Wannier function. Large-
yellow, middle-green, and small-gray spheres are oxygen, strontium, and vana-
dium atoms, respectively. In the simple cubic primitive lattice, a = axˆ, b = ayˆ
and c = azˆ.
Table 2: Derived transfer parameters of a t2g model of SrVO3 as the Wannier
matrix elements for the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian in Eq. (2), where we show
main 4 transfer integrals. Definition for t1, t2, t3, and t4 are given in Fig. 8.
These four transfers successfully reproduce the original t2g-band structure in
Fig. 6. The unit of transfer integral is eV.
t1 t2 t3 t4
−0.259 −0.026 −0.086 −0.012
t2 t1
t4
a
b
c
t3
Figure 8: Schematic figure for transfer integrals. In this figure, we depict the
dxy-type Wannier orbital. Equivalent transfers exist for the dyz- and dzx-type
Wannier orbitals.
value in the ω → 0 limit, while, in the usual RPA, the real part
of M(ω) diverges negatively due to the metallic charge excita-
tion [58], thus leading to the Drude behavior of the imaginary
part of M(ω).
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Figure 9: Calculated macroscopic dielectric function in Eq. (26) of SrVO3 with
the RESPACK-chiqw code: (a) constrained RPA and (b) usual RPA. Circles
represent calculation values, and the red-solid and green-dashed curves describe
the real and imaginary parts of the spectra, respectively.
It should be noted here that the present spectra neglect the
transition moment contributed from the commutation relation
between the non-local pseudopotential and electronic position,
[VNL, r], in Eq. (24). For transition metals, this contribution is
known to affect the spectral property in the low-energy excita-
tion region [48]. In the present SrVO3, we checked that this
contribution is not significant. Support for this contribution is a
future issue in the RESPACK project.
We next show in Fig. 10 other optical properties calculated
with the usual RPA and constrained RPA. Panels (a), (b), and (c)
display EELS L(ω) [Eq. (27)], the real part of the optical con-
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ductivity σ(ω) [Eq. (28)], and the reflectance spectrum R(ω)
[Eq. (29)], respectively. Red-solid and green-dashed curves
represent the results based on the usual RPA and constrained
RPA, respectively. Circles denote the calculation values. There
is a difference between the constrained RPA and usual RPA in
the EELS around the low-energy excitation region less than 2
eV; in the usual RPA case, an additional peak appears in L(ω),
which is due to the low-energy plasmon excitation in the t2g
band [14, 59]. This plasma excitation is also observed in the
reflectance spectrum R(ω); we see a sharp drop from around
1 to 0 in the RPA reflectance spectrum. On the optical con-
ductivity, the spectral trend is basically the same as the macro-
scopic dielectric function M(ω); the usual RPA spectrum ex-
hibits the Drude behavior characteristic of a metallic system in
the low-excitation region less than 2 eV, while the constrained
RPA spectrum has no intensity in this frequency region, which
is a characteristic aspect of the insulating system.
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Figure 10: Calculated optical properties of SrVO3 with the RESPACK-chiqw
code. (a) EELS L(ω) in Eq. (27), (b) the real part of the optical conductivity
σ(ω) in Eq. (28), (c) reflectance spectrum R(ω) in Eq. (29). Circles represent
calculation values, and the red-solid and green-dashed curves describe the usual
RPA and the constrained RPA results, respectively.
We next show in Fig. 11 a distance dependence of the static
(ω = 0) direct-Coulomb integral [Eq. (34) for screened inter-
action and Eq. (37) for bare interaction], where the distance
between the Wannier functions are defined by Eq. (35). Red
crosses, green-open circles, and blue dots represent the bare,
constrained-RPA, and RPA results, respectively. Solid and
dashed curves are 1/r and 1/(0r) with 0 = 6, respectively.
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Figure 11: Dependence of direct-Coulomb integral on distance between t2g
Wannier orbitals of SrVO3 [Eqs. (34) and (37)], calculated with RESPACK-
calc int code. Red crosses, green-open circles, and blue dots represent the bare,
constrained-RPA, and usual RPA results, respectively. Solid and dashed curves
are 1/r and 1/(0r) with 0 = 6, respectively.
Figure 12 shows a frequency dependence of the onsite direct-
Coulomb integral [U1010(ω) in Eq. (32) with orbital index 1 de-
noting dxy-type orbital]. Panels (a) and (b) represent the con-
strained RPA and usual RPA results, respectively. Red-solid
and green-dashed curves describe the real and imaginary parts,
respectively. As well as the optical data, the difference between
the constrained RPA and usual RPA occurs in the low-energy
excitation region below 2 eV due to the low-energy plasmon
excitation considered in the usual RPA calculation.
Figure 13 is a frequency dependence of the onsite exchange
integral. [J1020(ω) in Eq. (38) with orbital indices 1 and 2 de-
noting dxy-type and dyz-type orbitals, respectively]. In exchange
integral, differences between the constrained RPA (a) and usual
RPA (b) can also be observed around ω ∼ 2 eV.
6.2. Convergence check to calculation conditions
We next show a convergence behavior of the calculated inter-
action parameters of the t2g model of SrVO3 with respect to the
various computational conditions. Table 3 shows a convergence
of the static interaction parameters with increasing the sampling
k-point density, where we list the static onsite-intraorbital inter-
action U, onsite-interorbital U′, onsite-exchage J, and nearest-
neighbor V interactions averaged over orbitals. We see that the
convergence is achieved around 8 × 8 × 8.
Table 4 is a dependence of the static interaction parameters of
SrVO3 on the total number of bands. We see that the 50 bands
is enough to obtain the converged results.
Table 5 gives a convergence behavior of the static interaction
parameters with respect to the cutoff energy Ecut of the polariza-
tion function. This parameter is important for the convergence
and it is desirable to take large enough. The convergence within
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Figure 12: Frequency dependence of onsite direct-Coulomb integral of SrVO3
[Udxy0,dxy0(ω) in Eq. (32)], calculated with RESPACK-calc int code. (a) con-
strained RPA and (b) usual RPA. Circles represent calculation values, and the
red-solid and green-dashed curves describe the real and imaginary parts of the
spectra, respectively.
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Figure 13: Frequency dependence of onsite exchange integral of SrVO3
[Jdxy0,dyz0(ω) in Eq. (38)], calculated with RESPACK-calc int code. (a) con-
strained RPA and (b) usual RPA. Circles represent calculation values, and the
red-solid and green-dashed curves describe the real and imaginary parts of the
spectra, respectively.
Table 3: Dependence of the static (ω=0) interaction parameters of the t2g
model of SrVO3 on the sampling k-point density. The interaction parameters
with the bare (unscreened), constrained RPA (cRPA), and usual RPA are listed.
V = (1/Nw)2
∑Nw
i, j=1 Ui0 jR is the orbital-averaged value of the nearest-neighbor
interactions with R = (1, 0, 0). Other conditions are as follows: The total num-
ber of the bands Nband = 50, the cutoff energy for the polarization function
Ecut = 10 Ry, and the broadening factor introduced in the chiqw calculation
δ = 0.1 eV. The unit of the interaction parameter is eV.
U U′ J V
k3 bare cRPA RPA bare cRPA RPA bare cRPA RPA bare cRPA RPA
53 15.12 3.37 1.25 13.83 2.26 0.27 0.60 0.53 0.48 3.56 0.65 0.01
63 15.16 3.38 1.30 13.87 2.26 0.30 0.60 0.53 0.48 3.57 0.65 0.01
73 15.20 3.42 1.30 13.91 2.30 0.31 0.60 0.53 0.48 3.59 0.67 0.02
83 15.22 3.50 1.21 13.93 2.38 0.24 0.60 0.53 0.47 3.60 0.71 0.02
93 15.23 3.47 1.24 13.94 2.35 0.26 0.60 0.53 0.47 3.61 0.70 0.02
103 15.24 3.46 1.26 13.96 2.35 0.28 0.60 0.53 0.48 3.62 0.70 0.02
113 15.26 3.47 1.26 13.97 2.35 0.28 0.60 0.53 0.48 3.63 0.70 0.02
123 15.27 3.49 1.25 13.98 2.37 0.27 0.60 0.53 0.48 3.64 0.71 0.02
Table 4: Dependence of the static (ω=0) interaction parameters of SrVO3 on
the total number of calculated bands Nband . The view of the table is the same as
Table 3. Other conditions are as follows: 8×8×8 k-grid, Ecut = 10 Ry, δ = 0.1
eV. The unit of the interaction parameter is eV.
U U′ J V
Nband cRPA RPA cRPA RPA cRPA RPA cRPA RPA
30 3.59 1.22 2.45 0.24 0.53 0.47 0.73 0.02
50 3.50 1.21 2.38 0.24 0.53 0.47 0.71 0.02
100 3.47 1.21 2.36 0.24 0.53 0.47 0.70 0.02
150 3.46 1.21 2.36 0.24 0.52 0.47 0.70 0.02
200 3.46 1.21 2.36 0.24 0.52 0.47 0.70 0.02
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0.01 eV of the onsite constrained-RPA interaction parameters
requires about 30 Ry, and in the case of the RPA parameter, it is
about 40 Ry. However, the large Ecut needs the large computa-
tional time because of the double-loop calculation on the G and
G’ vectors in Eq. (16). By default, Ecut is set to E
ψ
cut/10.
Table 5: Dependence of the static (ω=0) interaction parameters of SrVO3 on
the cutoff energy Ecut of the polarization function. The view of the table is the
same as Table 3. Other conditions are as follows: 8 × 8 × 8 k-grid, Nband = 50,
δ = 0.1 eV. The units are in Rydberg for Ecut and eV for interaction parameters.
U U′ J V
Ecut cRPA RPA cRPA RPA cRPA RPA cRPA RPA
5 3.64 1.47 2.45 0.32 0.57 0.56 0.70 0.02
10 3.50 1.21 2.38 0.24 0.53 0.47 0.71 0.02
15 3.50 1.13 2.40 0.26 0.50 0.41 0.71 0.02
20 3.46 1.04 2.39 0.25 0.49 0.37 0.71 0.02
25 3.44 0.98 2.38 0.24 0.48 0.35 0.71 0.02
30 3.43 0.94 2.38 0.23 0.48 0.33 0.71 0.02
35 3.42 0.91 2.37 0.23 0.48 0.32 0.71 0.02
40 3.42 0.89 2.37 0.23 0.48 0.31 0.71 0.02
Table 6 is a dependence of the static onsite interaction param-
eter on the broadening factor δ introduced in the polarization-
function calculation of Eqs. (16), (18), and (19). We see that
the δ does not affect the static cRPA and RPA results.
Table 6: Dependence of static (ω=0) interaction parameters of SrVO3 on the
broadening factor δ in the polarization-function calculation in Eqs. (16), (18),
and (19). The view of the table is the same as Table 3. Other conditions are as
follows: 8 × 8 × 8 k-grid, Nband = 50, Ecut = 10 Ry. The units of δ and the
interaction parameter are eV.
U U′ J V
δ cRPA RPA cRPA RPA cRPA RPA cRPA RPA
0.001 3.50 1.19 2.38 0.22 0.53 0.47 0.71 0.02
0.005 3.50 1.19 2.38 0.22 0.53 0.47 0.71 0.02
0.01 3.50 1.19 2.38 0.23 0.53 0.47 0.71 0.02
0.05 3.50 1.20 2.38 0.23 0.53 0.47 0.71 0.02
0.1 3.50 1.21 2.38 0.24 0.53 0.47 0.71 0.02
0.2 3.50 1.23 2.38 0.25 0.53 0.47 0.71 0.02
We note that the δ may affect dynamical properties, espe-
cially in the low-energy collective excitation. Figure 14 is the δ
dependence of EELS function L(ω) in Eq. (27). As the δ value
increases [0.001 eV (black curves), 0.01 eV (purple curves),
0.05 eV (blue curves), 0.1 eV (green curves), and 0.2 eV (red
curves)], the intensity of the plasmon peak around 1-2 eV de-
creases and eventually the peak position shifts to the lower
energy. The plasma excitation is also sensitive to the k-point
density [47]. Therefore, one should be careful about computa-
tional conditions for the quantitative discussion of the dynami-
cal properties.
6.3. Pseudopotential dependence
Here, we discuss the pseudopotential dependence of the in-
teraction parameters in details. The pseudopotential depends
 0
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Figure 14: Dependence of EELS function L(ω) in Eq. (27) of SrVO3 on
the broadening factor δ introduced in the polarization-function calculation
[Eqs. (16), (18), and (19)]. The calculation is based on the usual RPA. The
spectra drawn by black, purple, blue, green, and red indicates the spectra with
δ = 0.001 eV, 0.01 eV, 0.05 eV, 0.1 eV, and 0.2 eV, respectively. A spectral be-
havior around 1-2 eV results from the plasmon excitation within the t2g band.
As the δ increases, the peak intensity decreases and the peak position shifts to
the lower-energy side eventually.
mainly on the cutoff radius rloc for local pseudopotential. The
pseudopotential with a small rloc parameter makes deeper po-
tential, and the resulting pseudo wavefunction tends to be more
localized near the ion core. We constructed the five pseudopo-
tentials with the different rloc values (0.8, 1.0, 1.5, 1.8 and 2.1
bohr) for a vanadium atom. The pseudopotential with rloc = 0.8,
1.0, and 1.5 bohr were constructed for an ionic semicore config-
uration of (3s)2(3p)6(3d)3. The pseudopotentials with rloc = 1.8
and 2.1 bohr were constructed with an ionic valence configura-
tion of (3d)3(4s)0(4p)0. The Troullier-Martins (TM) type was
adopted as a function form of the pseudo wavefunction [55].
8 × 8 × 8 k-point sampling and wavefunction cutoff Eψcut of 196
Ry are employed. The total number of bands Nband is 50, and
the broadening factor δ was set to be 0.1 eV. A polarization-
function cutoff Ecut is important for the effective interaction pa-
rameters, so the convergence behavior are discussed for this pa-
rameter. We note that the t2g-band structures obtained with the
above 5 pseudopotentials are in almost perfect agreements.
Figure 15 compares the atomic pseudo wavefunctions ob-
tained with the different rloc parameters with the atomic all-
electron wavefunction (black curve). As the rloc parameter is
reduced from 2.1 bohr (light blue) → 1.8 bohr (purple) → 1.5
bohr (blue)→ 1.0 bohr (green)→ 0.8 bohr (red), the maximum
amplitude position of the pseudo wavefunction is shifted to the
ion-core side. The pseudo wavefunctions with the rloc = 0.8 and
1.0 bohr are almost the same as the all-electron wave function.
This trend can affect the localization of the Wannier function;
the Wannier function generated with a pseudopotential with a
small rloc cutoff tends to be more localized. As a result, it can
give a large bare (unscreened) direct-Coulomb integral. Table 7
shows the rloc dependence of the bare interaction parameters
for the t2g Wannier function of SrVO3. We see from the table
that the rloc and the Wannier spread S i0 in Eq. (15) has clear
positive correlation; a smaller rloc leads to a smaller Wannier
spread. As a result, the rloc and bare onsite direct-Coulomb
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Figure 15: Comparison of radial part of pseudo wavefunction and all-electron
wavefunction (thick black curve) of the 3d orbital of a vanadium atom. The
figure compares the pseudo wavefunctions obtained with different pseudopo-
tentials, where a cutoff radius of the local pseudopotential rloc is changed. Red,
green, blue, purple, and light-blue curves are the results with rloc = 0.8, 1.0, 1.5,
1.8, and 2.1 bohr, respectively. By reducing the rloc parameter, the maximum-
amplitude position of the pseudo wavefunction is shifted to the ion-core side
(r = 0).
integrals Ubare and U′bare correlate negatively (i.e., the small rloc
brings about the large Ubare and U′bare). There are no discernible
effects on the bare exchange Jbare and the bare nearest-neighbor
direct integrals Vbare.
Table 7: Dependence of bare (unscreened) interaction parameters of SrVO3 on
pseudopotential, where we change the rloc parameter which is a cutoff radius
for the local pseudopotential. In this table, we also list the Wannier spread in
Eq. (15). Note that the pseudopotentials with rloc = 0.8, 1.0, and 1.5 bohr are
constructed for the semicore configuration and those with rloc = 1.8 and 2.1
bohr are constructed for the valence configuration (see the text). Calculation
condition is 8 × 8 × 8 k-point sampling and 196-Ry wavefunction cutoff. The
unit of the interaction parameter is eV.
rloc [bohr] S [Å2] Ubare U′bare Jbare Vbare
0.8 1.88490 16.13 14.92 0.57 3.60
1.0 1.88735 16.13 14.91 0.58 3.60
1.5 1.89448 15.91 14.65 0.60 3.60
1.8 1.96969 15.59 14.31 0.60 3.60
2.1 1.97853 15.21 13.92 0.60 3.60
Tables 8 is the pseudopotential dependence of constrained-
RPA and usual-RPA interaction parameters. An interesting
trend can be seen in the table; details of the pseudopotential
hardly affect the interaction values in contrast to the bare (un-
screened) interaction parameters. In general, however, suffi-
ciently large Ecut would be desirable for a safer quantitative
discussion about effective interaction parameters, especially for
the usual RPA case.
Finally, we mention the effects of the pseudopotential type.
As the famous pseudopotential types, besides the TM type,
there are the ONCV (Optimized Norm-Conserving Vanderbilt)
type [60] and the RRKJ (Rappe-Rabe-Kaxiras-Joannopoulos)
type [61]. Even if the same cutoff rloc is employed, the re-
sults can be quantitatively different due to the difference in the
functional form of the pseudopotential, so the user should be
Table 8: Dependence of static (ω=0) interaction parameters of SrVO3 on pseu-
dopotential, where we change the rloc parameter which is a cutoff radius for
the local pseudopotential. Note that the pseudopotentials with rloc = 0.8, 1.0,
and 1.5 bohr are constructed for the semicore configuration and those with rloc
= 1.8 and 2.1 bohr are constructed for the valence configuration (see the text).
Under each pseudopotential, the Ecut cutoff dependence on the interaction pa-
rameters is investigated. Other calculation condition is as follows: 8 × 8 × 8
k-point sampling, Nband = 50, E
ψ
cut = 196 Ry, and δ = 0.1 eV. The unit of the
interaction parameter is eV.
rloc = 0.8 bohr U U′ J V
Ecut [Ry] cRPA RPA cRPA RPA cRPA RPA cRPA RPA
5 3.85 1.62 2.73 0.52 0.54 0.53 0.66 0.02
10 3.53 1.19 2.46 0.23 0.52 0.47 0.67 0.02
15 3.51 1.09 2.46 0.22 0.50 0.42 0.68 0.02
20 3.49 1.03 2.47 0.23 0.48 0.38 0.68 0.02
25 3.48 0.99 2.48 0.24 0.47 0.36 0.68 0.02
30 3.47 0.96 2.48 0.24 0.47 0.34 0.68 0.02
35 3.47 0.94 2.48 0.25 0.47 0.33 0.68 0.02
40 3.46 0.92 2.48 0.25 0.46 0.32 0.68 0.02
rloc = 1.0 bohr U U′ J V
Ecut [Ry] cRPA RPA cRPA RPA cRPA RPA cRPA RPA
5 3.84 1.62 2.71 0.52 0.55 0.54 0.66 0.02
10 3.53 1.20 2.45 0.23 0.52 0.47 0.67 0.02
15 3.50 1.10 2.45 0.22 0.50 0.42 0.68 0.02
20 3.48 1.04 2.46 0.24 0.49 0.39 0.68 0.02
25 3.47 1.00 2.46 0.24 0.48 0.36 0.68 0.02
30 3.47 0.96 2.47 0.25 0.47 0.35 0.68 0.02
35 3.46 0.94 2.47 0.25 0.47 0.33 0.68 0.02
40 3.45 0.92 2.47 0.25 0.47 0.32 0.68 0.02
rloc = 1.5 bohr U U′ J V
Ecut [Ry] cRPA RPA cRPA RPA cRPA RPA cRPA RPA
5 3.80 1.59 2.62 0.44 0.57 0.56 0.66 0.02
10 3.55 1.22 2.43 0.22 0.54 0.49 0.67 0.02
15 3.54 1.13 2.45 0.24 0.51 0.43 0.68 0.02
20 3.51 1.07 2.46 0.25 0.50 0.39 0.68 0.02
25 3.50 1.01 2.46 0.25 0.49 0.37 0.68 0.02
30 3.49 0.98 2.46 0.25 0.49 0.35 0.68 0.02
35 3.48 0.95 2.46 0.25 0.48 0.34 0.68 0.02
40 3.47 0.92 2.45 0.24 0.48 0.33 0.68 0.02
rloc = 1.8 bohr U U′ J V
Ecut [Ry] cRPA RPA cRPA RPA cRPA RPA cRPA RPA
5 3.68 1.53 2.49 0.38 0.57 0.56 0.69 0.02
10 3.47 1.22 2.35 0.22 0.53 0.47 0.70 0.02
15 3.47 1.14 2.37 0.25 0.51 0.43 0.70 0.02
20 3.44 1.06 2.37 0.25 0.49 0.38 0.70 0.02
25 3.42 1.00 2.36 0.24 0.49 0.36 0.70 0.02
30 3.41 0.96 2.35 0.24 0.48 0.34 0.70 0.02
35 3.40 0.93 2.35 0.23 0.48 0.33 0.70 0.02
40 3.39 0.91 2.35 0.23 0.48 0.32 0.70 0.02
rloc = 2.1 bohr U U′ J V
Ecut [Ry] cRPA RPA cRPA RPA cRPA RPA cRPA RPA
5 3.64 1.47 2.45 0.32 0.57 0.56 0.70 0.02
10 3.50 1.21 2.38 0.24 0.53 0.47 0.71 0.02
15 3.49 1.13 2.40 0.26 0.51 0.41 0.71 0.02
20 3.46 1.04 2.38 0.25 0.49 0.37 0.71 0.02
25 3.44 0.98 2.37 0.24 0.49 0.35 0.71 0.02
30 3.43 0.94 2.37 0.23 0.49 0.33 0.71 0.02
35 3.42 0.91 2.37 0.22 0.49 0.32 0.71 0.02
40 3.42 0.90 2.36 0.23 0.48 0.31 0.71 0.02
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careful about this point. Table 9 compares the calculated inter-
action parameters based on the TM-type, ONCV-type [62] and
RRKJ-type [63] pseudopotentials. The calculations with the
TM-type pseudopotential were performed with xTAPP, which
is referred to as TM-xTAPP. The calculations with the ONCV-
type and RRKJ-type pseudopotentials were performed with
Quantum Espresso, which are referred to as ONCV-QE and
RRKJ-QE, respectively. For the TM-xTAPP, we give two re-
sults TM(v)-xTAPP and TM(s)-xTAPP, for which the former
is the results based on the pseudopotential constructed with
the valence-electron configuration, and the latter is the results
based on the pseudopotential with the semicore configuration
for V and Sr. The ONCV and RRKJ pseudopotentials are also
constructed for the semicore configurations for V and Sr. We
found that, for the screened direct-Coulomb interaction U and
U′, RRKJ-QE gives significantly smaller values than others.
Table 9: Comparison of the static (ω=0) interaction parameters among the pseu-
dopotential type, where the results based on the TM-type, ONCV-type, and
RRKJ-type pseudopotentials are compared. The calculation results with the
TM-type pseudopotential are obtained via xTAPP, which are denoted by TM-
xTAPP, while the results with the ONCV and RRKJ pseudopotential are ob-
tained via Quantum Espresso, which are abbreviated by ONCV-QE and RRKJ-
QE, respectively. The symbol in parentheses attached to TM, i.e., (v) or (s),
indicates whether the pseudopotential was made for the valence or semicore
configuration, respectively. The calculation condition is as follows: 8 × 8 × 8
k-point sampling, Nband = 50, E
ψ
cut = 100 Ry, E

cut = 20 Ry, and δ = 0.1 eV.
The unit of the interaction parameter is eV.
TM(v)-xTAPP TM(s)-xTAPP ONCV-QE RRKJ-QE
bare 15.22 15.93 15.73 15.72
U cRPA 3.46 3.50 3.50 3.19
RPA 1.04 1.05 1.06 0.99
bare 13.93 14.71 14.44 14.35
U′ cRPA 2.39 2.48 2.43 2.08
RPA 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.20
bare 0.60 0.57 0.61 0.64
J cRPA 0.49 0.48 0.51 0.52
RPA 0.37 0.38 0.39 0.38
bare 3.60 3.60 3.60 3.60
V cRPA 0.71 0.66 0.65 0.56
RPA 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
7. Conclusion
In conclusion, we present a new software RESPACK for
deriving effective low-energy models of materials from first
principles. The software contains programs for computing
maximally-localized Wannier functions, RPA response func-
tions, and matrix elements for screened interaction with respect
to the Wannier functions. RESPACK is freely available under
the GNU General Public Licence [64]. RESPACK is written
in Fortran90 and supports plane-wave DFT codes xTAPP [65]
and Quantum Espresso [52, 53] , for which an interface script
that converts the band-calculation results to the RESPACK in-
puts is provided. As an important notice, RESPACK currently
supports ab initio codes with the norm-conserving pseudopo-
tential. The present paper focuses on the derivation of the ef-
fective model, but it has currently been extended to the GW
calculation, effective-model derivation with spin-orbit interac-
tion, and electron-lattice coupling evaluation. We will report on
these additional features in near future.
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Appendix A. Input files
In this appendix, we describe details of the input
file input.in for specifying the calculation condition of
RESPACK. The input.in is given in the Fortran namelist
format. Table A.10 lists six namelists available in
input.in. The namelist &param wannier contains vari-
ables for the Wannier-function calculation. The namelists
&param interpolation and &param visualization de-
scribe variables for the Wannier-interpolation band and the vi-
sualization of the realspace Wannier functions, respectively.
These three namelists are read by a common executable file
calc wannier. This executable file is generated by compi-
lation of source code in the directory RESPACK/src/wannier.
The namelist &param chiqw contains parameters for calcula-
tions of polarization and dielectric functions and are read by
an executable file calc chiqw which is created by compila-
tion of source code in RESPACK/src/chiqw. The namelist
&param calc int describes variables for direct-Coulomb and
exchange-integral calculation and are read by executable files
calc w3d and calc j3d. These are made by compilation in
the source code in RESPACK/src/calc int.
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Table A.10: Namelists available in an input file (input.in) of RESPACK. The
second column gives an executable file to which each namelist relates. The
third column is a brief explanation of each namelist.
namelist executable file explanation
&param wannier calc wannier Wannier-function calculation
&param interpolation calc wannier Wannier-interpolated band calculation
&param visualization calc wannier visualization of Wannier function
&param chiqw calc chiqw polarization and dielectric calculations
&param calc int calc w3d direct-Coulomb integral calculation
&param calc int calc j3d exchange integral calculation
Appendix A.1. &param wannier
Table A.11 shows main four variables in the namelist
&param wannier. N wannier is the total number of the Wan-
nier function to be calculated. Lower energy window and
Upper energy window specify the energy window and the
Bloch bands in the energy window are used for the Wannier-
function calculation. The user has to set proper values by
seeing the band dispersion obtained with DFT band calcu-
lations. N initial guess is the number of initial Gaus-
sian for the Wannier-function calculation. The user must en-
ter initial-guess information just below this namelist (see Ta-
ble 1). vec ini(1:N initial guess) in Table A.11 are vari-
ables to specify the initial guess and is treated as type in For-
tran. vec ini(i)%orb specifies the orbital type of the ith ini-
tial guess, where %orb can take a character of s, px, py,
pz, dxy, dyz, dzx, dx2, dz2. The initial guess is treated
with the Gaussian function, exp(−αi|r − Ri|2), where αi=%a is
orbital exponent of the ith Gaussian. The Gaussian position
Ri = xa1 + ya2 + za3 with x=%x, y=%y, and z=%z are given
in the fractional coordinates, where a1, a2, and a3 are the lat-
tice vectors in the calculation cell. Note that one has to enter
N initial guess pieces of the vec init information. Spe-
cific descriptions are given in Table 1.
Table A.11: Main variables in namelist &param wannier to construct
maximally-localized Wannier functions. The variable type and its brief expla-
nation are shown in the second and third columns, respectively. The lower
five variables in vec ini are information about initial guesses. Note that
vec ini is treated as type of Fortran. The initial guess is specified by the
orbital type “s, px, py, pz, dxy, dyz, dzx, dx2, dz2” and parame-
ters in the Gaussian function, exp(−αi |r −Ri |2). Here, αi is an orbital exponent
of the ith Gaussian, and Ri = xa1 +ya2 +za3 is the Gaussian position in the frac-
tional coordinates, where a1, a2, and a3 are the lattice vectors in the calculation
cell.
namelist &param wannier
variable type explanation
N wannier integer number of the Wannier functions
Lower energy window real lower limit of energy window in eV
Upper energy window real upper limit of energy window in eV
N initial guess integer number of initial Gaussians
vec ini(i)%orb character orbital type of ith Gaussian
vec ini(i)%a real orbital exponent of ith Gaussian
vec ini(i)%x real x component of ith Gaussian position
vec ini(i)%y real y component of ith Gaussian position
vec ini(i)%z real z component of ith Gaussian position
Appendix A.2. &param interpolation
Tables A.12 summarize main variables in the namelist
&param interpolation to draw the Wannier-interpolated
band. The user specifies the total number of symmetric k points
in the dispersion line as N sym points, and, just below this
namelist, describes the coordinates {(s1, s2, s3)} of the symmet-
ric k vectors (see the Table 1 for concrete descriptions). Here,
ki = s1b1 + s2b2 + s3b3 with b1, b2, and b3 being the ba-
sic reciprocal lattice vectors. These variables are read as ar-
ray SK sym pts(1:3,1:N sym points). Usually, the same
k points as those employed in the DFT band calculation are
adopted.
Table A.12: Main variables in namelist &param interpolation to draw the
Wannier-interpolated band. The type and brief explanation of the variable are
shown in the second and third columns, respectively. Lower three variables
specify the symmetric k points {ki} in the dispersion line. These {ki} infor-
mation are treated as array SK sym pts(1:3,1:N sym points) in Fortran,
where ki = s1b1 + s2b2 + s3b3 is the ith symmetric k point with b1, b2, and b3
being the basic reciprocal lattice vectors. .
namelist &param interpolation
variable type explanation
N sym points integer number of symmetric k points
SK sym pts(1, i) real s1 component of ith symmetric k point
SK sym pts(2, i) real s2 component of ith symmetric k point
SK sym pts(3, i) real s3 component of ith symmetric k point
Appendix A.3. &param visualization
We show in Table A.13 parameters in the namelist
&param visualization. By default, RESPACK skips the vi-
sualization calculation of the realspace Wannier function. So,
the user must set Flg vis wannier to 1 when calculating vi-
sualization data. Structural data of the same spatial range as the
Wannier-function data is also output as cif (Crystallographic In-
formation File) format. All the results can be drawn by software
VESTA [57].
Table A.13: Main parameter in namelist &param visualization to calculate
realspace Wannier functions. When the variable Flg vis wannier is set to 1,
RESPACK calculates the visualization data of the Wannier function. Outputs
can be drawn by software VESTA [57].
namelist &param visualization
variable type explanation
Flg vis wannier integer visualization of Wannier function (do not: 0, do: 1)
Appendix A.4. &param chiqw
Next, we list in Table A.14 main parameters of the namelist
&param chiqw. In this namelist, the user specifies the cal-
culation condition of the polarization and dielectric functions.
Ecut for eps is the cutoff energy for the polarization func-
tion. Default value is set to 1/10 of wave-function cutoff
Eψcut. Num freq grid is the total number of the frequency
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grid. By default, a log grid of 70 points is generated. The
maximum excitation energy Emax is estimated from the total
bands considered in the polarization function, and the range
of the frequency grid is set to 3Emax to consider the Lorentz
tail of the polarization function. See Section 3.2 for details.
Green func delt is smearing value used in the generalized
tetrahedron calculation (0.1 eV by default). In RESPACK, the
polarization calculation is performed in parallel. To this end,
two variables MPI num qcomm and MPI num proc per qcomm
are prepared. MPI num qcomm is a variable for parallel
computation on the q points and defines the number of q-
community. MPI num proc per qcomm specifies the total
number of MPI processes in each q-community. Note that when
mod(N MPI,MPI num qcomm)/=0, the chiqw program stops,
where N MPI is the total number of the MPI processes and this
value is set in the job script. By default, MPI num qcomm=1
and MPI num proc per qcomm=N MPI. Details of the parallel
calculation can be found in Section. 3.4. Lastly, Flg cRPA is
a variable to specify the constrained RPA calculation. In the
default setting, Flg cRPA=0 and the program performs a usual
RPA calculation.
Table A.14: Main variables in namelist &param chiqw to calculate polarization
and dielectric functions. The variable type and its brief explanation are shown
in the second and third columns, respectively. See the text for more detailed
explanation of each variable.
namelist &param chiqw
variable type explanation
Ecut for eps real cutoff energy for polarization in Rydberg
Num freq grid integer number of frequency grid
Green func delt real smearing value in eV
MPI num qcomm integer degree of parallelism for q-point calculation
MPI num proc per qcomm integer number of MPI processes per q-community
Flg cRPA integer constrained RPA (do not: 0, do: 1)
Appendix A.5. &param calc int
Table A.15 gives a main variable in the namelist
&param calc int. Evaluations of the direct-Coulomb and ex-
change integrals are executed in separate executable files (the
direct-Coulomb integral for calc w3d and the exchange inte-
gral for calc j3d), but these calculations are performed with
the common namelist &param calc int. RESPACK calcu-
lates the frequency-dependent effective interaction but its data
size is huge. So, the user can set an output frequency number
of the effective interaction matrix as Calc ifreq. By default,
the results of ω = 0 are output (Calc ifreq=1).
Appendix B. transfer analysis
When the RESPACK job (wannier, chiqw, calc w3d,
calc j3d) is completed, a directory dir-model is created under
the calculation directory, and the following 9 files are generated
in dir-model:
1. zvo hr.dat (transfer integrals)
Table A.15: Main parameter in namelist &param calc int to evaluate the
direct-Coulomb and exchange integrals. A common namelist is used for the
direct-Coulomb and exchange calculations. The variable Calc ifreq speci-
fies the frequency number of the output interaction integrals, and by default,
the ω = 0 results are output (Calc ifreq=1).
namelist &param calc int
variable type explanation
Calc ifreq integer frequency number of output interaction matrix
2. zvo dr.dat (density matrix)
3. zvo ur.dat (direct Coulomb integrals)
4. zvo jr.dat (exchange integrals)
5. zvo geom.dat (Wannier centers: text format)
6. zvo geom.xsf (Wannier centers: xsf format)
7. zvo bandkpts.dat [k-grid in Eq. (52)]
8. zvo mkkpts.dat [k-grid in Eq. (53)]
9. zvo ef.dat (Fermi energy)
These zvo files are used for the connection to model-solver
software mVMC [66] and HΦ [67]. The zvo hr.dat,
zvo dr.dat, zvo ur.dat, and zvo jr.dat are output in the
Waniier90 format [68]. From these zvo files, the interface
code provided from mVMC and HΦ generate the input files
of mVMC and HΦ automatically. Thus, the user can easily
make the inputs for the post-RESPACK calculations. Refer to
the manual sites of mVMC and HΦ for the interface program
and usage.
RESPACK provides a utility tool to analyze trans-
fer data, and the above 9 files are also used for this
purpose. Using a python script tr.py in the direc-
tory RESPACK/util/transfer analysis and an executable
file calc tr by compiling source code in the directory
RESPACK/src/transfer analysis, one can execute the
transfer analysis. Preparation for the calculations so far is as
follows:
> cd RESPACK/src/transfer analysis
> make
> cp calc tr calculation directory/.
> cd RESPACK/util/transfer analysis
> cp tr.py calculation directory/.
Figure B.16 is a flow diagram of the transfer analysis. With the
data files in dir-model, the executable file calc tr, and the
python script tr.py, the transfer analysis is performed.
This tr.py code is basically a sorting code for the transfer
data. The user can classify and sort the transfer data with the
same absolute value. Besides the sorting function, the band-
dispersion calculation, the density-of-states calculation, and the
Fermi-surface calculation, etc. can be executed. Table B.16
summarizes the command lines available in tr.py. With this
program, the user can change the calculation condition such
as energy threshold (--ecut) and spatial range (--rcut) of
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calc_tr
current directory
dat.tr [Transfer analysis data]
dat.iband [ε
αk’ in Eq. (54)]
dat.dos [Eqs. (55) and (56)]
dir-model
dat.frmsf [Eq. (58)] 
tr.py
Figure B.16: Flow diagram of transfer analysis. With the data in dir-model,
an executable file calc tr, a python script tr.py, the transfer analysis is per-
formed. Note that tr.py calls the executable file calc tr internally. Calcula-
tion results are output in the current directory.
transfers, and k-grid size (--kgrd) considered in the band-
dispersion and density-of-states calculations.
Table B.16: Command line options available in the python script tr.py in
Fig. B.16. A brief explanation is given in the right column. The part written in
bold font indicates the default setting. See the text for the usage of tr.py.
command explanation
-h display argument list
--bnd Wannier-interpolated band calculation
--dos density of state (DOS) calculation
--frm Fermi-surface data generation for Fermisurfer
--diff D threshold for detecting equivalent transfers (0.01 eV)
--ecut E cut transfers below E (0.00 eV)
--rcut R cut transfers over R (100 Å)
--elec N set electron numbers in unit cell to N (no setting)
--delta δ set broadening for DOS calculation to δ (0.01 eV)
--kgrd=‘n m l′ set k-grid to n × m × l (the same as the band calculation)
Figure B.17 is examples of the transfer analysis for SrVO3.
The panel (a) and (b) show the energy-cutoff dependence of the
Wannier-interpolated band and density of states, respectively.
These results were obtained by performing the following com-
mands
• Band-dispersion calculation [Fig. B.17(a)]:
> python tr.py --bnd --ecut=E
• Density-of-states calculation [Fig. B.17(b)]:
> python tr.py --dos --ecut=E
with E being a value of the energy threshold in unit of eV. In
the figures, we show the results of E = 0.00 (red), 0.01 (green),
0.05 (blue), 0.1 (right-blue) eV. With --ecut=0.1, only the
nearest neighbor transfers are considered in the calculations
(see Table 2), and therefore the band dispersion and density of
states are appreciably changed from others.
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Figure B.17: Dependence of the t2g-band properties of SrVO3 on energy cut-
off of transfer integrals: (a) The Wannier-interpolated band: python tr.py
--bnd --ecut=0.00 (red), 0.01 (green), 0.05 (blue), 0.10 (right blue). (b)
Density of states: python tr.py --dos --ecut=0.00 (red), 0.01 (green),
0.05 (blue), 0.10 (right blue). The Fermi energy is zero.
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As another example, we show in Fig. B.18 the k-grid density
dependence of the Fermi surface. This is an Al result. Accu-
rate description for a small Fermi surface colored by red needs
dense k-grid density. The calculation is performed as
> python tr.py --frm --kgrd=’n m l’
with n, m, and l being numbers of k-grid along the basic recip-
rocal lattice vectors b1, b2, and b3, respectively.
(b) 12×12×12
(c) 24×24×24 (d) 48×48×48
(a) 8×8×8
Figure B.18: Dependence of the Fermi surface of Al on the k-grid density
(drawn by FermiSurfer [50, 69]): python tr.py --frm --kgrd=‘8 8 8’
(a), ‘12 12 12’ (b), ‘24 24 24’ (c), ‘48 48 48’ (d).
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